
Chalmers University of Tehnology MVE165University of Gothenburg MMG630Mathematial Sienes Applied OptimizationOptimization Assignment informationAnn-Brith Strömberg April 16, 2010Assignment 2: Maintenane planningGiven below is a mathematial model for �nding a maintenane shedule suhthat the osts of maintaining a system during a limited time period is at mini-mum. The system onsists of several omponents with eonomi dependenies.The model together with its problem bakground are desribed in the notes ofLeture 9.Implementations of the model in AMPL an be found on the ourse homepage:http://www.math.halmers.se/Math/Grundutb/CTH/mve165/0910/Study the AMPL �les arefully to get some hints before you start solving. CallAMPL/CPLEX using the ommand 'ampl uh.run' in a Linux ommand win-dow. The �le uh.run should be edited in order to solve the di�erent instanesof the model, as desribed in the exerises below.To pass the assignment you should (in groups of two persons) (i) write areport (maximum six pages) that desribes and disusses the issues presentedin the exerises and questions below. You shall also estimate the number ofhours spent on this assignment and note this in your report.The report should be handed in eletronially to anstr�halmers.seat the latest on Monday 26 of April 2010 at 17.00.You should then (ii) write an opposition (maximum 1/2 page) to anothergroup's report whih should be handed inat the latest on Monday 3 of May 2010 at 17.00.The questions 1�3 below are mandatory. In addition, students aiming at grade3 or G must answer at least one of the questions 4�5, while students aiming atgrade 4, 5, or VG must answer all the questions.



The mathematial modelSets and parameters
• N = the set of omponents in the system. (in AMPL: Components)
• T = the number of time steps in the planning period. (in AMPL: T)
• Ti = the life of a new omponent of type i ∈ N (measured in number oftime steps). It is assumed that 2 ≤ Ti ≤ T − 1. (in AMPL: U)
• cit = the ost of a replaement omponent of type i ∈ N at time t(measured in e). For some instanes it is assumed that cit is onstantover time, i.e., cit = ci, t = 1, . . . , T . (in AMPL: )
• dt = the ost for a maintenane oasion at time t (measured in e). Forsome instanes it is assumed that dt is onstant over time, i.e., dt = d,

t = 1, . . . , T . (in AMPL: d)Deision variables
• xit =

{

1 if omponent i is replaed at time t,

0 otherwise, i ∈ N , t ∈ {1, . . . , T}.
• zt =

{

1 if maintenane is made at time t,

0 otherwise, t ∈ {1, . . . , T}.The modelminimize T
∑

t=1

(

∑

i∈N

citxit + dtzt

)

, (1)subjet to Ti+ℓ
∑

t=ℓ+1

xit ≥ 1, ℓ = 0, . . . , T − Ti, i ∈ N , (2)
xit ≤ zt, t = 1, . . . , T, i ∈ N , (3)

xit, zt ∈ {0, 1}, t = 1, . . . , T, i ∈ N . (4)Desription of the model(1) The objetive is to minimize the total ost for the maintenane duringthe planning period (the time steps 1, . . . , T − 1) (in AMPL: Cost).(2) Eah omponent i must be replaed at least one within eah Ti timesteps (in AMPL: ReplaeWithinLife).(3) Components an only be replaed at maintenane oasions(in AMPL: ReplaeOnlyAtMaintenane).(4) All the variables are required to be binary.2



Exerises to perform and questions to answer1. (a) Solve the model (1)�(4) as implemented in the �le uh-stor.modwith data from uh-stor.dat, letting T = 125, and with integerrequirements on the variables xit and zt. Note that in this instaneall osts are time independent, i.e., cit = ci and dt = d, t = 1, . . . , T .Relax the integrality on the variables xit and resolve the problem.Then relax the integrality on all variables and resolve the model.Compare the solutions obtained and disuss their interpretations.Compare also the omputation times (CPU) and explain the di�er-enes.(b) Solve the model (1)�(4) as implemented in uh-small.mod with datafrom uh-small.dat. Relax the integrality onstraints on the vari-ables and resolve. Then add the onstraint given in gut.mod andresolve. Compare the solutions obtained and explain their di�er-enes.2. Solve �ve instanes of the model (1)�(4) as implemented in uh-stor.modand uh-stor.dat , with the value dt varying between 0 and 100 (hoosethese values suh that the respetive solutions are signi�antly di�erent).Let T = 100.(a) Compare the number of maintenane oasions, the number of re-plaed omponents, the total ost, and the omputation time (inCPU seonds) for these values of dt. Draw illustrating maintenaneshedules for eah of the solutions omputed.(b) Find the smallest value of dt for whih the number of maintenaneoasions attains its lowest possible value.() In pratie, one usually wants to replae a omponent as late aspossible within its life. How an the model (1)�(4) be adjusted suhthat�among all optimal solutions�the one is hosen suh that thereplaements are made as late as possible?(d) Implement these adjustments in the AMPL-�les and�for a suitablehoie of dt�ompare the shedule with its orresponding shedulefrom 2a.3. Solve the model (1)�(4) as implemented in uh-stor.mod and uh-stor.dat.Let d = 20.(a) Vary the time horizon between T = 50 and T = 150 and draw agraph of the omputing time (in CPU seonds) as a funtion of T(use a log-sale). If needed, use the options for limiting the sizeof the branh�and�bound tree�keeping trak of upper and lowerbounds on the optimal value (see the �le uh.run).(b) Make an analogous graph for the ase when the integrality require-ments on the variables are relaxed; vary the time horizon between
T = 50 and T = 500.() Compare and omment on the omplexity properties of the twomodels solved in 3a and 3b.3



(d) Cplex uses the branh�and�bound algorithm, possibly employingpresolve steps inluding heuristis and utting plane generation. Onwhat does it seem to spend most of the solution time: presolve,�nding an optimal (feasible) solution, or verifying its optimality?Disuss your �ndings in terms of the duality gap for an ILP.4. Heuristis(a) De�ne a onstrutive heuristi for the model (1)�(4). Implementin Matlab or AMPL and �nd a feasible solution to the instane inuh-stor.mod and uh-stor.dat (letting d = 20 and T = 100).[Hints on how to write AMPL-ode in the .run-�le an be found atwww.ampl.om/NEW/loop1.html and www.ampl.om/NEW/loop2.html.℄(b) De�ne a neigbourhood of a feasible solution to the model (1)�(4). Aneighbourhood may be de�ned, e.g., with respet to all the variablesor just the variables zt, t = 1, . . . , T . The searh of the neighbour-hood involves the solution of subproblems�a well hosen neigh-bourhood results in subproblems that are �easy� to solve (i.e., inpolynomial time). Identify the subproblems resulting from yourhoie of neighbourhood and desribe how these an be e�ientlysolved.() De�ne and implement a loal searh algorithm for the model (1)�(4)and use it to improve the solution found in 4a.(d) Draw illustrating shedules of the solutions found in 4a and 4 andompare with the optimal solution to this instane. Draw also adiagram showing the objetive value as a funtion of the number ofsteps in the loal searh algorithm.5. Assume that it is required that the system (inluding all of its ompo-nents) has a remaining life whih is at least r > 0 time steps at the endof the planning period (i.e., at time t = T ).(a) Add and/or modify onstraints to/in the model to aomplish thisand solve the resulting model. Start from the model in uh-stor.modwith data from uh-stor.dat (with d = 20 and T = 100). Verifythat the solution ful�lls the requirement stated.(b) For �ve di�erent relevant values of r (these values should be hosensuh that the respetive solutions beome signi�antly di�erent),ompare the total ost for maintenane aording to the sheduleomputed in 5a with that of the �original� (with r = 0) one. Com-ment on the number of maintenane oasions and the number ofreplaed omponents and ompare with the orresponding numbersfrom the �original� model (with r = 0).() Whih values of r are relevant for this study and why?
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